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This talk was prior to Swami’s Yoga Samadhi
Swami: So, Vimokshita. It is the one of, now I'm taking the difficult. Just
I'm discussioning about the difficult… giving introduction on that, then the
easy process. Vimokshita. There is only three bijaksharas - thvyitwa bruthvyitwa - bruthvyitwa. You got it? How everybody can learn to
translate? Since how long everybody hanging around me?
(Very difficult for the students to hear and write down. Much time is spent on
writing it correctly).
Swami: Ok, everybody know the bru spelling? thvyitwa. So everybody got
it? Again, three times.
Students: Bruthvyitwa - bruthvyitwa – bruthvyitwa.
Swami: Vimokshita dhamarukanada rakshita rakshaman.
drivers take meals?
Students: Yes.
Swami: Everybody is a hungry?
Students: No.
Swami: They can get some food for to everybody?

Is it ok, the
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Students: Cold water would be nice.
Swami: Today, just I'm giving fifty percent class, you know fifty percent?
Students: Yes.
Swami: Fifty percent in Bangalore. Bhruthvyitwa - three times.
Students:

We say that three times?

Swami: Yes.
Students: Oh, we thought you were punishing us.
Swami: Say it and write it.
Students: Oh, say it three times and write it so you can remember it.
Swami: What you say?
Students: How long have you been hanging around me? Not long enough.
Swami: What do you mean that?
Students: We want more time with you, obviously, cause we haven't got it
yet.
Swami: Sorry. (laughter) Sorry.
Student: I got it, no chance - highly impossible.
Swami: Giving a sorry to you to make you cut off.
Students: Oh well, oh well, I know the atma whatever it is, Siddi yoga, I see
the illusion. Uh o, uh o, never mind, I take it back, I saw that third-eye
opening. Uh-o Swami.
Swami: What she's talking about? (laughing)
Virginia: She's scaring herself.
Swami: The Italians they put the joke on me, again they are going
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on fighting. Do you know what I'm saying? Sorry, maybe, what I do.
Students: Revenge.
Swami: So, the sixth one is the easiest channel.
Students: This mantra has to do with this third channel?
Swami: Yeah.
Students: Practicing it opens that channel?
Swami: If you start this - Bhruthvyitwa, bhruthvyitwa, bhruthvyitwa
Bhruthvyitwa, bhruthvyitwa, bhruthvyitwa, bhruthvyitwa, you start then it
goes for to naturally, highest burning sensation. Generally (Can you turn that
off, the tape)
(Students practicing pronunciation)
Swami: How many peoples wants to learn the Sanskrit? Raise your hands.
Almost all? If you like this position…like this position, it takes one year.
Simple – bruthvyitwa, bhrutvyitwa, bhruthvyitwa - taking the time, make it
sealed! I'm teasing you. (much laughing)
Even when I'm studying university, Ragavindra Rao, he's my Sanskrit master
- horrible old man, one of making like horrible jokes, using very bad words.
Three times he made me on the standing on the bench. You know bench?
All period. If any small spelling, pronunciation mistake, if he sent like this it
means, stand on the bench. He don't talk that. His class, his period starting
means like everybody's like sweating. You know sweating, like a torturers is
coming in the class. Everybody is sitting perfect, taking the paper and pen,
looking on him. He's commander in the classroom.
Students: Pretty strict.
Swami: No chance, very BP blood pressure. His class is very, very, pin-drop
silence. All students like, like a dolls watching. When there is making like
classes, like very strict. America the students with…go like guns if the
master ever yelling - forget your life, that is America. You're like to teaching
to America's horrible, am I right Philip?
Philip: Very right.
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Swami: God is only can help to the Americans.
Students: Please, please, please help me America.
Swami: Ok, the sixth one.
Johanna: Is there a use for the whole mantra, or are the bijakshara's enough?
Swami: Bijakshara's is enough. dhamarukanada rakshita rakshamam, that's
fine too but bhruthvyitwa, bhruthvyitwa, bhruthvyitwa, must. Ok the sixth
one: Amrutavarshi. Do you know what is mean by Amruta?
Students: Honey nectar from the Gods, ambrosia? You become immortal if
you drink that.
Swami: Immortal? Mortal?
Clint: Immortal - you become a God.
Swami: Where it came?
Ramakrishna: From the churning the snake in the sea?
Swami: Just you tell your experience. What is your knowledge on that
Amruta?
Ramakrishna: Well, they were churning the sea and the Amruta came up.
One man wanted something from the ocean. So he got the big snake and
they turned the mountain upside down and when they were churning the
sea like that and the Amruta came or no? Then after that the poison came
and Shiva swallowed the poison and because the poison was so bad, he put
water on his head, water comes out. He was the only man who could deal
with the poison. And what they churned the mountain with was a big snake.
Swami: I'm asking one thing and you're telling one thing. You're telling
exactly, almost all. Everybody know about that? Amruta, amrutam,
amrutam, immortalism liquid? If we had that there is no dying. The souls
have the, the soul is mortal or immortal?
Students: Immortal, mortal?
Swami: Mortal?
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Ramakrishna: I don't know, I'm... this is a soul class. I suppose when I take
it, doesn't the soul have… mortal means it changes back.
Swami: Definitely you need a wife.
Ramakrishna: (Laughter) Can I borrow the knife please?
Swami: Definitely.
Ramakrishna: No, you are a little too happy. Just forget it.
Swami: Then, he can decide what is immortal - mortal.
Ramakrishna: I'll test myself, see if my soul is mortal.
Swami: The liquid, Amrutam - immortalism liquid, it came from the milk
ocean, Bala Samudram, in Sanskrit called Bala Samudram, with the help of
the Sesha Nagu, the snake's name is a Sesha Nagu. In the big mountain the
Devatas, Devatas means you know? Devas, Devatas - all the Gods and all
the Rakshasas, they came and they want commitment.
You know
commitment?
Students: Yes.
Swami: Everybody find in the milk ocean there is Amrutam, there is the
Amrutam. If when the ocean makes the, like yogurt… It's like funny story Indian tradition. The unbelievable things must be have faith. Is it ok Monika
L, to you? Nobody cannot help you, if you think like that. That's ok.
Virginia: Inner stories within stories.
Swami: It's really, it's happened, it's true, it happened. After going on after
commitment - what is the commitment? When the Amruta cames to share
Rakshasa and the Devatas equal but the Rakshasa’s nature is very egoism. If
they have no death, definitely throughout their changes is throughout the
universe like devilism, you know devilism?
Students: Yes.
Swami: Devilism, horror, horrible, torturing, there is no sympathy, there is
no kindness in the universe, the Rakshasas torturing very powerfully to the
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God at that time. Then the Gods, all the saints, the monks, they thought,
“Where is the solution for that to make the stop the Rakshasas?”
Then the Brihaspathi, Brihaspathi is the man of the master of all the Gods.
You know Brihaspathi? He is the man of the master of all the Gods, even the
Brahama, Vishnu, Maheshvara, Devindras - all the Gods, Brihaspathi.
Sukracharya… Sukracharya is the master of all the Rakshasas. Are you
understanding?
Ramakrishna: Yes, I am.
Swami: You know about that?
Ramakrishna: No. I've heard it before but I don't remember all of it.
Swami: Sukracharya, he is the master of all of the Rakshasas, even supreme
Rakshasa, powerful Rakshasas. They gives the highest to honor to his
master. His master is Sukracharya, the Gods master, Rakshasas master - they
gave one commitment. Ok, we know (Swami talks to someone in Telugu) Sorry.
Students: The snake's coming? Let me show you that word. He is going to
go get a snake?
Swami: No, my father is came to talk. I said no chance to talk now, big class.
If I start to talk my mind is going in depression, is it ok to everybody? Giving
permission?
Students: No.
Students: You can send him my love.
Swami: God bless them. Ok, the Shankaracharya, sorry, see? Sukracharya
and Brihaspati came one commitment. We know the Amrutam is in the
ocean. That ocean is Bala Samudram - milk ocean, then when Amrutam
comes, must take fifty percent Rakshasas - fifty percent to the Devatas. Then,
ok done. Then they decided they take the Seshanagu, the cobra's name is
Seshanagu, the biggest snake in the universe - that is the Seshanagu. The
Seshunaga came like a rope to the mountain to put that. The Devatas is very
soft and very sensitive people, they came one side, the tail side. You know
tail?
Students: Yes.
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Swami: And the Rakshasas, like horror man taking the meat, drinking the
blood. They have highest energy stamina. They came to the mouth side.
You know mouth side? Even the poison comes, fire will come from the
snake. They are, they don't care, and going on twisting, twisting, twisting,
twisting. Many things came from the ocean. At that time, Amrutum came.
Certain point, many things came – Kalpavruksham, Kamadenu, poison.
When the poison came from the ocean, from the snake - throughout the
universe is going to fire. At that time, everybody prayed to the Shiva. Shiva
have only the resistance to keep the poison in his throat. You know what I'm
saying? At the time, Shiva kept the poison in his throat. When the Amrutum
came after Lord Mahavishnu told, "How to make our soul to forever like
Amrutam, Amruta Varshi?" (Swami knocks four times) This, the channel he
did, Lord Maha Vishnu, that's bijaksharas. (Swami is reciting a mantra that is
not clear enough to write down.) Bhuvia bhavasagara bhum, bhum, bhum
gogukarna janardana rakshita, rakshamum.
Students: What's the first one? This isn't the sixth gate?
Swami: Sixth gate.
Students: This is the sixth gate. What happened to the Amruta Varshi? This
is the Amruta Varshi?
Swami: Yes.
Students: That's the name of this mantra?
Swami: Yes. Name of the channel, Amruta Varsh, Varshi… Varshi means
path, exit path. I'm going to draw that, it is eight stages. This one at least
everybody's doing when the, when I'm in the program at least maximum per
a day 10,008 times. Is it possible?
Students: Maximum or do you mean minimum?
Swami: Minimum 10,008.
Students: The entire mantra or the boom, boom, boom? (Laughter)
Swami: No short cuts. Making everybody's soul in Amrutha Varshi. Who
did this mantra, there is a very strong faith, a strong tradition, a strong
process. When the soul traveling making our soul like Amrutam. There is no
die for that - nobody cannot touch our soul even the supernatural, negative
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master. In the universe there is a masters of the supernatural positive supernatural negative. You know?
Students: Yes.
Swami: Masters means Rakshasas, evil spirits, evil, highest, highest evil
spirit cannot touch our soul. Even highest siddhic purush who wants to put
illusion on our soul, there is no chance to put the illusion on our souls. It
never accept, our soul never accept, it never receive that. (Swami is knocking)
You know what I am saying?
Students: Yes.
Swami: When our tongue receives this one, then we can feel it is lemon or
even if the tongue cannot come out, it comes to the taste, anybody can send
any spirit, any illusion any - no chance to touch this one. When it does it
doesn't work for to any time, when the master, when the any soul taking off you know taking off?
Students: Yes.
Swami: In the work at the time, communicating with that soul, with all the
people who was doing surrounding 100 feet. At the time only is it possible to
make that soul immortalism. You know immortalism? Making the bud open
like a flower. For to ordinary times, even if you did some millions of times useless. Putting, like taking a seed, just putting the water on that. Doesn't
grow, it doesn't grow up. If you take the same seed, then it grows. Do you
know what I'm saying?
Students: Yes.
Swami: It comes like big tree. If the roots will go down, flowers, leaves.
Like one soul is powerfully working, communicating with energy. At the
time who did this process, they can only get the channel.
Students: Swami, you said that this can make the soul immortal. But we
talked about this is already immortal.
Swami: What I'm saying, immortalism means your soul have your own
commanding whatever you want, immediately on the position it comes.
Students: What do you mean by that?
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Swami: You can feel everybody can get the highest sixth sense nature. You
know highest sixth sense nature? Messages, thoughts, can handle any kind
of illusion to give the blessings, any kind of illusion, people who are
suffering in the problems. Do you know what I'm saying? Not only for one
reason - for to all. Who knows perfectly, cut off like you have the scissors to
cut the illusion edge. This one is the, are you understand Ramakrishna? You
have any questions?
Ramakrishna: I think your soul has the capability. I think you got that from
Shirdi Baba? It's possible to do that with someone who is taking Maha
Samadhi?
Swami: Say again?
Ramakrishna: I'm not concerned, I'm just curious.
Swami: About what?
Ramakrishna: You have that Amrutha Varshi with your soul? You did that
with Shirdi Baba?
Swami: You're asking about me? I don't know.
Ramakrishna: You really don't know? You never did that process with
Shirdi Baba?
Swami: Many saints in previous lives, this life it's Shirdi Baba. In this life
everybody is going to big trance. You know big trance? When I'm leaving
with my soul, everybody is in a big trance. On the trance what's running in
the sleeping, what's is happening in their, everybody’s souls, nobody knows
about it. You know what I'm saying?
Students: Yes.
Swami: Only one man know that. Who's that one man?
Students: Shirdi. (laughter)
Swami: Ok!
Ramakrishna: Did you do that process so you are giving us that opportunity?
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Swami: Everybody is when everybody's doing this mantra, everybody just
sitting idly doing. You know idling?
Students: Yes.
Swami: Where you are, what you are doing, what's happening, it's going out
again it's joining. It's coming out and charging - coming inside. Unbelievable
thing - wait and see.
Clint: Does this carry over to every life in the future? Is this something that
carries over in the soul for every, my next life too?
Swami: If you charges, it comes.
Clint: It's there.
Swami: It's there, never loose it, highly impossible to loose. The God's way there is no chance to loose. It comes, comes, comes… You are in the sleep,
you are like a doll, you know doll? They know what's running here but he
have a very small capacity to thinking. But ninety percent your soul is
working powerfully. You understand everybody?
Students: Yes.
Swami: No?
Gaya: He is using the analogy, sleep to tell what is happening in the process
in the samadhi yoga, where you don't know when you are sleeping and what
the soul is doing. Working hard. Afterwards, we will know what the soul is
doing at all times?
Swami: Afterwards means?
Gaya: After the samadhi yoga, after this experience…
Swami: After you knowing, everybody knows the energy, the feelings, the
vibrations - like bluzzing. You know bluzzing? In my life, one time I gave to
one person highest bluzzing nature. Just for one person, that's John. You
know John Gray?
Students: Yes.
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Swami: I gave to him in the Los Angeles lecturing. You know lecturing? I
came to see and some discussions came, after the highest few minutes he saw
bluzzing! His hands he say, "Swami, what's wrong? Am I weak, nervous?"
Nervous means body's any problem? Few minutes, then stops, relax. Every
person has some kind of energy. Every person have energy bond. You know
energy bond, energy bond, cycles, energy cycles. Without your notice, if you
are walking, the energy's almost all take caring on you, take caring on you,
take caring on you. You walking the energy's pass-oning with you to
protecting the psychic - everything.
When connecting with the highest soul, to working like this, it's a good
opportunity any time came the chance, it's the highest, your soul is taking
much. At the time, making the horse, the mouth like a harness, a bit, yes like
bit, then leading in front of the river - drink it. Then your horse is happy to
drink, like your soul from your body, sometimes taking, giving the energy sending back. When it's possible, when occasion came, you know occasion,
opportunity came, at the time it's only possible to do in the universe - small
luck to have that. These are all unbelievable things. Many saints did many
times happen in India. What's your question Philip?
Philip: It will be answered during the time.
Swami: Say again?
Philip: I was wondering what shape this leaves us in after the meditation?
How then, we go explore what it is that we've been given? We will get
something during the experience?
Swami: Um-Hum.
Philip: But we will not necessarily know everything that we have right at
that moment.
Swami: What?
Philip: At that moment we will have things but our mind will not know that
they are there, correct?
Student: Will we be receiving gifts that we are not aware of?
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Swami: Some people can who have really want, when I am giving the
personal interview to everybody. You know what I'm saying? I told
everybody have forty-five minutes to one hour telling the pure process,
which one you want. Each process is like this, this, this… You choose if you
want personal experience with me what I'm doing there, you can, if you
want only, if you want (snaps fingers three times) three different process... One
is, I think now I will tell just Diana F. See everybody face is like why...?
(everybody laughing) Just how, what is the three process I'm telling. First
one: can see where I'm going, everybody can see where I'm going, just
following me, watching.
Students: Wow.
Swami: Seeing like in a television. Not following me means, not coming
with me. Seeing twenty-four hours, all hours seeing me like on television.
What's Swami doing? Second one.
Virginia: We can do all three?
Swami: Pardon? (everybody laughing) What is this?
Students: She's John's sister.
Swami: Very different. She is like pure Indian lady.
Virginia: Give a little and want a lot. (laughter)
Swami: What she say?
Students: She said, "Give a little and want a lot."
Swami: Second one: just sucking the energy from my soul, from the Shirdi
Baba’ soul - highest energy. Third one: getting the process, making your soul
to do anytime, opportunity like they're doing.
Students: Opportunity to do what?
Swami: Suppose now I'm doing, in your lifetime there is a one offer, one
ticket…you know getting a one ticket to do...
(Students talking)
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Swami: To travel, to learn the process how to do it; how to fly to learn the
process.
Ramakrishna: How are you able to do it more than once?
Swami: What's he saying?
Clint: Do you have many tickets?
Swami: I can do any time but if I do, just spending my energy and going.
Do you know what I am saying?
Students: Yes.
Swami: Using the energy and going… Why loose energy? I'm not when I'm
going on the nine day, I'm not using my energy. Baba is giving energy with
his (he whistles) going.
Gaya: What is the advantage of each one? You said this is opening, this like
a flame, shoots you out there, there your soul goes but then you have to be
able to handle the fire that comes back into this channel you know. That's
what I'm saying.
Swami: So there is a three channels, I not sure what she's saying.
Students: Were not going to go on the..?
Swami: On the Bruthvyitwa? Sometimes I try to start on the process, then
I'm afraid why if I gave my energy, again I'm getting all energy to come back.
Am I loosing? Again no, “Like in the program stupid - no foolism.”
End of Talk

